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Dear Valued Reader,
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This 8th edition of NEUE FORM features a review of 6 of the leading
exhibitions in Europe relevant to interior design and functionality:
BAU, IMM/Living Kitchen, Orgatec, Ambiente, and Maison Objet.
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We further look at 3 different and cutting edge hotel design project
plus review the amazing new concert Hall in Hamburg, Elbphilharmonie Hamburg.
We also portrait 4 designers and the 2016 Pritzker Prize winner,
Alejandro Aravena, as well as feature 3 different interviews.
We truly hope that with our this year’s content selection we will again
be able to provide you with ideas and inspiration for your own
cutting edge designs.
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We wish all of you a healthy and successful 2017.
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Yours Sincerely
Karl Hahne
Publisher
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Which way will design go in future? If the focus is on quality
‘Made in Germany’, then companies such as Interlübke
believe that the future will be one with custom-made
solutions. An example of this is the new ‘Jorel’ solitaire
range, a brand that has unusual four-millimetre fronts (!).
In addition, it incorporates a sensational material: anodised
aluminium in gold and silver. However, technical change
only holds interest for the consumer if it has an additional
user-advantage, such as is found with 3D printing. In the
early days of this technology, it produced small user-items
such as ‘Mini-Mes’ three-dimensional selﬁes. But now, this
technology has become capable of making the ﬁrst
furniture, or components for an entire house. At Orgatec
2016 Wilkahn exhibited the ‘Print Stool One’ by Thorsten
Franck, said to be the world’s ﬁrst series-production
furniture from a 3D-printer.
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Gold, and glitter: Interlübke’s ‘Jorel’ drives minimalism to new
heights. Photo: Guido Schiefer.
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Series-production: Believed to be the ﬁrst furniture manufacturer to begin series-production with 3D-print technology, Wilkahn produces the ﬁnished ‘Print
Stool One’ from designer Thorsten Franck. The stool is particularly sustainable, since the Lignin material is also biologically degradable. Photo: Wilkahn.
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An ‘island’ assembled from movable seat modules:
the ‘Tapa’ from Nowy Styl. Photo: Nowy Styl.
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Last October’s Orgatec ofﬁce equipment trade fair in Cologne – the most important event of its kind in the world -- was a
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resounding success. There were more than 56,000 trade visitors from 118 countries, more than ten percent above that of the
previous event. The fair was held under the headline ‘Creativity Works’, and both the fair organisers and exhibitors put this into
practice to the Nth degree. With inspirational products and wide-ranging use of colours and materials, many ofﬁces are now
more attractive than the average living room at home. There are bright colours, plenty of variation, and open plan ofﬁces with
a playful atmosphere. There is now more fun, movement and a dash of kindergarten charm in the ofﬁce, as seen on virtually
all the high-end trade fair stands. Likewise, each had its quiet corner for the ‘do not disturb’ worker.
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Brühl’s ‘Amber’ lounge seating group consists of modules that can be rearranged
in a variety of ways to suit the location and function. Photo: Brühl.
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The ‘Stool-Tool’ from Konstantin Grcic for Vitra: a study for an unconventional ofﬁce furniture group combining chair and table. Photo: Vitra.
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Private corner or team niche, both works with ‘Cellular’
from Brunner. Photo: Brunner.
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Cor’s ‘Affair’ upholstery system can now also be ﬁtted
with backrest modules. Photo: Cor.
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Foldingscreen, combination and free-standing furniture,
assembled as desired: the ‘M.zone (Wiesner-Hager).
Photo: Wiesner-Hager.
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• Bangkok • Pattaya • Hua Hin
• Phuket • Chiang Mai

www.h a fele.co.th
www. haf eleth a ila n d.c om

Bangkok 57 Soi Sukhumvit 64, Sukhumvit Rd., Bangchak, Phrakanong, Bangkok Tel. 02-741-7171
Pattaya 140/89 Moo 11, Nongprue, Banglamung, Chonburi Tel. 038-332-485
Hua Hin 15/84 Hua Hin 29, Soi Mooban Borfai, Hua Hin, Hua Hin, Prachubkirikhan Tel. 032-547-704
Phuket Opposite Big C 81 Moo 5, Chalermprakiet Ror-9 Rd., Vichit, Muang, Phuket Tel. 076-304-460
Chiang Mai 498 Chiang Mai-Lampang Rd., Thasala, Mueang Chiang Mai, Chiang Mai Tel. 053-240-300
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Elegant styling for the top management: ‘Auray’ from König + Neurath. Photo: König + Neurath.
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Welcome to edition 4.0 of the world of work. No longer does the open plan ofﬁce provide each person with their own personal
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Sporting and minimalist, but nevertheless with everything needed for a modern
work station: ‘Add’ from Lapalma. Photo: Lapalma.

regular desk; instead, each one has an App that says which space is currently unoccupied. In addition, there is a furnished
lounge area for creative breaks, places for team-meetings and glass cubes for uninterrupted telephone calls. The Sedus
stand was ﬁtted with cordless charge stations and demonstrated how a smartphone can be used to check the availability of
particular ofﬁce zones. Not only could stand visitors charge their ‘phone, they could also learn how technology can contribute
to efﬁcient ofﬁce planning and use, helping the ofﬁce worker to rapidly locate unused work stations.
‘Smart Working’ has conquered the ofﬁce and drives the digital networking of work stations, ofﬁce environment and facility
management.
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Soft colours for meeting points: ‘SoFi mesh’ from Håg.
Photo: Håg.
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Highly individualistic furniture system: ‘Play&Work’ from
Nowy Styl. Photo: Nowy Styl.
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Fine metal proﬁles, ﬁnished in powder paint, lacquer
or chrome, with coloured and perforated sheet metal
and glass: the ‘Mesh’ from Werner Aisslinger for Piure.
Photo: Piure.
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Per App to more movement: the ‘Axia Smart Active’ from
BMA/SB Seating. Photo: BMA/SB Seating.
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This year the Dauphin Home stand showed a wide variety of design with unusual effects incorporated in the ‘Bosse Modul Space’. The building block system furniture shone with colour
treasures from Le Corbusier in the shape of ‘architectural polychrome’ colours on cabinet panels and fronts – an almost inexhaustible range of design options. Photo: Dauphin Home.
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The ‘Tetrim’ from Hülsta is good in both the living room and
sleeping areas. The system uses a right-angled design element
held within an aluminium frame that serves as a protruding link
between different sides and levels. Photo: Hülsta.
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There was an enormous buzz in the halls at this year’s
International Cologne Furniture Fair. In recent times the
annual event had been hit by bad weather or strikes, but this
year the sun shone over the River Rhine every day. Everything
ran like clockwork with no disruption of any kind and for the
ﬁrst time the number of registered trade visitors exceeded
150,000. In addition, there was an almost equal balance of
national and international visitors: every second visitor was
from other countries. Gerald Böse is chairman of the Cologne
Fair: “This now puts us exactly on track with the international
status of the event.”
The furniture industry well deserves this international status
– with new materials, technical innovation and brilliant stand
presentations. an opinion shared by furniture industry leaders.
Dirk-Uwe Klaas is chief executive of the German Furniture
Industry Association: “The Cologne International Furniture
Fair was a superb furniture industry summit event. The
German furniture industry is totally happy with the imm
cologne. It was clearly an excellent start for business
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this year.”
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Conde House had a transparent stand
with suspended wood elements.
Amongst the new products the Japanese
company showed the successful ‘Ten’
bench from Michael Schneider.
Photo: Guido Schiefer.
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The ‘Fokus’ bedroom furniture from Sudbrock
includes both single and double beds that look
to be individually made. Customers can choose
between two heights and different types of
bedside tables. Photo: Sudbrock.
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The name ‘Cover’ is a clever choice for this
seating by Ligne Roset, referring both to the
underlying idea and also the function. The
sensuous shape and comfort conceal an
amazingly straightforward use in everyday use.
The covers can be removed for cleaning in a
few seconds. There are two types of Cover: both
have no wood or metal frame, and are made of
high-grade foam. Photo: Guido Schiefer
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Rosenthal has systematically extended its ‘Living Range’. Designer Sebastian
Herkner’s ‘Bay’ with soft upholstery an unusual laminated wood, and rounds
off the top end of the range. Photo: Rosenthal.
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The ‘Arva Lounge’ from KFF Design combines seating comfort with
minimalist form language. Photo: KFF Design.
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At this year’s imm Cologne International Furniture Fair there was
a major shift to Scandinavian minimalism – brown, beige and
pastel tones, and twin-coloured combinations (particularly in
upholstered furniture) – to be seen in all segments of the market.
In home furniture there was a surprising increased use of new
types of material such as steel and anodised aluminium. In
addition manufacturers had improved the function of their
mechanisms, adding to their value particularly for smaller
dwellings.
It was good to see a modern revival of wall beds. Likewise an
informal dining zone brings a homely touch, as seen with Koinor
and Venjakob. Birkenstock demonstrated that a world brand
can also work in the bedroom.
Although the international political barometer currently points to
‘storm’, at home the consumer barometer is set at ‘calm’, with
the result that in 2017 business is deﬁnitely mainstream.

I-CQ9-9I7P%½ÈÙÐÖ>«ÐÌªÖÓÓÌÊÛÐÖÕL%/=RJ/-=% EI7-C9%!EõIP&9!@ V>J*J!ô,>.L%-A
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At ﬁrst sight the ‘Vario’ from Die Collection looks like a wall cupboard, but inside there is a
lot more. The cabinet holds a full-sized bed and bed frame with a separate mattress; the
head and feet section comes equipped as standard with adjustable articulated joints. The
passepartout frame has side-compartments for stowage. Photo: Guido Schiefer.
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From orthopaedic shoes to beds: Birkenstock
has teamed with licensing partner Ada in
the bedroom furniture sector. Photo: Guido
Schiefer.
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Without doubt, one of this year’s emotional highlights at the International Cologne Furniture Fair was the Koinor stand:
upholstered benches for the dining zone, deﬁnitely a trend for this year. Photo: Guido Schiefer.
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Real cool, and with a sales story to tell. Kettnaker had an unusual range of front designs:
leather, black steel (photo) ceramics, Paldao – a variety of walnut sourced from South East
Asia – and Eucalyptus. These all come with innovative design options for exclusive furniture.
Photo: Guido Schiefer.
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Venjakob employs a smart mixture of materials to upgrade the dining area.
Photo: Guido Schiefer.
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Iô%I A.3=&1>#AQLõI'û%V>%@.-L%J-I's'ùD&=%/=3J&/% ø
/< =&*/AI-A.-µÌßÛ 9 Schüller 9.EôL%6A ·ÈÕÛÖÕÌ
6õ-I71C9/E',>*¡Schüller
Like the donkeys used as a testimonial in the current
campaign, Schüller’s ‘Next125’ premium brand kitchen was
in Pantone saffron yellow. Photo: Schüller.

7õ9/=3J<61=¡ >/ô9/<&>.ÐÕÌÓÐÕÌ õ>%7%õ>#>6A>3#AQ
1õ9-/9& õ3.9I'ë L%J(ô%M-õ-<I1C9M-õ3AI%A./ø ,>* =&
ªÖÕÛÜÙÈ L%J(ô%M-õ9= M-õK9öBQ6ô9J6J33>3L%/E'J&&K17<
ÓÈÕÌÓÓ°ÕÖßL7-ô¡ Allmilmö#AQJ.!=3I999M'>/<J671=
/E',>*¡Allmilmö
sculptured kitchen: from white-painted ‘Fineline’ groove-front,
surrounding open niches in Ebony veneer (Photo), to ‘Contura’
in oak veneer, which shimmers in the new ‘Flanell Inox’ metallic
version: Allmilmö sets itself apart from the Mainstream.
Photo: Allmilmö.
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Where would Germany’s champion kitchen-makers be
without Cologne as their stage for world markets? They are
in general agreement that in-house shows and participation
in foreign trade fairs may be all well and good, but by
themselves are insufﬁcient; enter stage left and right
Cologne’s Fourth Living Kitchen trade fair, which turned out
to be even better than expected. The some 200 kitchen
exhibitor stands were constantly encircles by visitors,
conﬁrming this trade fair as the leading event of its kind for
both media and customers. This was the more so, since
exhibitors had numerous surprises in store: manufacturers
pulled out all the stops choosing colours for kitchen fronts,
ranging from grey to pastel rosé and yellow, lava black,
glacier blue and even ‘greenery’, the Pantone colour of the
year. Schüller even showed ‘Next125’ in saffron yellow.
Ultra-matt surfaces are gradually replacing high-gloss. In
addition, luxurious materials are now increasingly found on
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worktops, shelves and general completion applications.
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Super smooth high-gloss painted surface for ‘New Glamour’
from Warendorf blends well with Coal-Oak, Stainless Steel and
marbled Ceramics. Photo: Warendorf.
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Once again, Ballerina set trainees the task
of designing the company’s Cologne stand
with the objective of highlighting brand
values for the inner cabinet, fronts and
range of drawers; a task they mastered with
bravura. As with their most recent in-house
fair, the Y-Island was at the centre of the
display. Photo: Guido Schiefer.

ºÔÈÙÛªÜÉÌ 9µÖÉÐÓÐÈ -A>/I'ë !=3(1@!,=ø#AQ
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L!õ#ö9'/E',>*¡µÖÉÐÓÐÈ
Nobilia’s ’SmartCube’ enjoyed a stylish product launch
in Cologne. It can be ﬁtted either to the wall or under the
worktop. Photo: Nobilia.
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The ‘Alno90’ was popular and rang the bell for the company’s 90th jubilee with buffet-style rounded edges,
transparent storage bins and retractable work boards. Founded in 1927, the anniversary will be marked by limiting
the production run of this special-edition to 1,927 kitchens. Photo: Alno.
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FIFTY SHADES OF GREY
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Grey is now the megatrend colour for kitchen equipment
and accessories, in all shades and nuances from light
to dark. Standing out from the crowd is an extractor
hood from Berbel, emitting solid sound and with a
cladding to customer choice. Berbel teamed with
high-end audio manufacturer T+A to use the hood as a
sound board for a concealed loudspeaker. The
loudspeaker is controlled via WiFi and a T+A-Control
App. User-friendly high tech is just as much as
‘must-have’ as are natural materials. Strasser says that
when it comes to natural stone tops both retailers and
customers are increasingly adventurous, even choosing
wild grain patterns. More creativity is also now in
evidence for niche splashwalls, as seen by Lechner.
End-users are also now much more interested in
individual design options, such as Fotolia photos.
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Good solid sound and choice of cladding: Berbel’s
formula for the continued success of the ‘Skyline
Edge’ hood (Photo). Photo: Berbel.
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The ‘Mastery Range’ and in particular the
dishwashing machine with Comfortlift were the
stars on this year’s AEG stand. Visitors loved the
original stand-animation (photo), but also the
details such as easy assembly. It was said that AEG
is the only manufacturer whose dishwasher is ﬁtted
with a sliding door hinge. Photo: möbel kultur.
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Slide-operated gas hob with child lock, stop
& go, as found on electric cookers from
V-Zug. The Swiss brand has a super-hard, cut
and scratch-resistant ‘Miradur’ glass ceramic
top from Schott.
Photo: möbel kultur.
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‘Shades of Grey’: Küppersbusch has chosen new colours for the launch of its new oven
platform – in addition to white – a warm, metallic grey. Photo: Küppersbusch.
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At present Strasser has a popular range of marble
structures, including the new ‘White Mistral’. Photo:
Strasser.
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Swedish kitchen ﬁttings manufacturer Nivito is not yet very well known. The well-designed products
are all in stainless steel with different surface coatings such as brass or copper. Nivito also has
different types of matching washbasins and sinks (Photo). Photo: möbel kultur.
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Where kitchens and living rooms merge,
a clear design statement is needed:
Preferably puristic, straight-laced and
handleless
as
prominent
individual
elements would otherwise cloud the
overall impression. Miele is catering for this
trend with its new ArtLine series of built-in
appliances. The entire collection dispenses
with handles, blends in seamlessly with
ﬂush furniture fronts and interprets the
concept of full appliance integration in a
whole new way – optionally in Miele’s new
graphite grey, in brilliant white or in obsidian
black.
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• Bangkok • Pattaya • Hua Hin
• Phuket • Chiang Mai

Design Studio
www.h a fele.co.th
www. haf eleth a ila n d.c om

Bangkok 57 Soi Sukhumvit 64, Sukhumvit Rd., Bangchak, Phrakanong, Bangkok Tel. 02-741-7171
Pattaya 140/89 Moo 11, Nongprue, Banglamung, Chonburi Tel. 038-332-485
Hua Hin 15/84 Hua Hin 29, Soi Mooban Borfai, Hua Hin, Hua Hin, Prachubkirikhan Tel. 032-547-704
Phuket Opposite Big C 81 Moo 5, Chalermprakiet Ror-9 Rd., Vichit, Muang, Phuket Tel. 076-304-460
Chiang Mai 498 Chiang Mai-Lampang Rd., Thasala, Mueang Chiang Mai, Chiang Mai Tel. 053-240-300
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OH SO SLEEK – HIGH-GLOSS
CABINETS ARE THE CURRENT
KITCHEN MUST-HAVE
7õ9/=3

LIVING KITCHEN
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Although they are nothing new, high-gloss kitchen cabinet fronts are an
increasingly popular choice. In dark blue, orange or grey, they create an
elegant look and are particularly effective when combined with shelving
and kitchen furniture in light wood. In keeping with the sleek lines,
manufacturers are omitting any kind of knobs or handles in favour of
touch-sensitive solutions and electric folding mechanisms, so that the
kitchen cabinets blend in even better to the living space. However, the
complete opposite was also on display at this year’s “IMM Cologne”
international interiors show: kitchen cabinets in a high-gloss black ﬁnish
for a cool, conﬁdent, masculine look. Continuous handle proﬁles in
stainless steel and worktops in dark natural stone emphasise the bold
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© Express Küchen
This kitchen with blue gloss cabinet fronts and lots
of natural wood is both elegant and inviting.
© Express Küchen
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Black gloss kitchen cabinets have a
conﬁdent, masculine look – especially
when paired with stainless steel and dark
stone. © shutterstock
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Kitchen or living room? The sandstoneeffect kitchen island and orange gloss
cabinet fronts blend in perfectly to openplan living spaces.© Leicht
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DESIGN: UNDER THE
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Familiar themes: Big Ben in London; Scotch Highland
Whisky; and the legendary ancient landmark of
Stonehenge. Together, England, Scotland, Northern
Ireland and Wales are home to a host of picturesque
destinations and fascinating speciality products.
Likewise, British design has its own distinct ﬂavour,
reason enough for this year’s Ambiente trade fair in
Frankfurt (10-14 February) to choose the United
Kingdom as the partner country. The UK put on a
comprehensive display of excellent design – the
Partnerland Presentation – of British products. The
display was curated and arranged by Scottish
designer Janice Kirkpatrick, one of Britain’s leading
graphics- and product-designers. Further, exhibitors
showed products appealing to buyers with a taste for
ﬁve distinctive design styles from the British Isles:
‘Victorian’, ‘New Objectivity’, classic ‘Brit Pop’, ‘Neo
Punk’ and ‘Modern Hipster’. Must-have!

&/@>/»ÌÈ®ÈÙËÌÕ9¾ÌËÎÌÞÖÖËC9>/!A3>-6-=.L7-ô9
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Wedgewood’s ‘Tea Garden’ service is a modern interpretation of
classic Victorian style. Photo: Wedgwood.
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Very individual and creative: Janice Kirkpatrick curated and designed the Partner
Country Presentation at Frankfurt’s Ambiente trade show. Wall panels – one for each
country in the UK – bore the image of an animal and a plant of important regional
signiﬁcance. Photo: möbel kultur.
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Pure-bred ‘New Objectivity’: The ‘Chester’ cutlery collection from Arthur
Price. Photo: Arthur Price.
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Bluebellgray has a remarkable Brit-Pop bright and bold
repertoire of cushions and bed linen.
Photo: Bluebellgray.

'Victorian’, ‘New
Objectivity’, classic
‘Brit Pop’, ‘Neo Punk’
and ‘Modern Hipster’.
Must-have!
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Hipsters are keen to lay their hands on
well-designed modern bar tools. Joseph
Joseph has the essential full range.
Photo: Joseph Joseph.
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Four corners: this Baa Stool
footstool has a mad-coloured
sheepskin cover.
Photo: Baa Stool.
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the napkins – the new exclusive single
use soft ﬁber napkin that feels and looks
like textile.Photo: the napkins.
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www.hafelethailand.com / www.hafele.co.th

hafelethailand

hafelethailand
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Using special nano-technology the Cosentino Group has a produced the new ‘Dekton XGloss’
polished surface line with a stunning crystalline shine. Photo: Cosentino.
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The three Umbra series designs from Amtico are original, dramatic and breathtaking.
The patterns shift with the assistance of analogue photography technology, captured by
innovative technologies, so that each element is truly unique. Photo: Amtico.

The ‘Splash’ from Hasenkopf is a clever combination
of washbasin, shower and bathtub.
Photo: Hasenkopf.
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Not only does the ‘Dekton XGloss’ range have a brilliant shine, it also has superb water-repellent
characteristics that deter the formation of unsightly marks. Photo: Cosentino.
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FOCUS ON
HEALTH IN
THE HOME
AND DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGIES
BAU
The exhibitors, visitors and trade fair organisers alike
rubbed their hands with glee. This was a trade fair really
worthy of the name with the halls, aisles and stands
packed with visitors, busy from morning till night on all
six days. This year’s BAU in Munich was a top-event,
with a record 250,000 visitors of which no fewer than
65,000 were architects and interior design consultants.
Visitors and exhibitors agreed that the world’s leading
trade fair for architecture, materials and systems was
operating at full tilt. The underlying driver was Germany’s
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booming construction industry, the major themes at the
fair being uses for digital technology, health in the home
and sustainability. In addition, there was much interest in
such topics as building information modelling (‘BIM’),
self-adapting

components

and

systems.

Such

components help to optimise building planning and
maintenance, while also delivering greater efﬁciency and
integration for all contractors.
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Board maker Egger’s headline was ‘Premierenﬁeber’
(‘Premier Fever’): new products for furniture manufacture,
building interior completion and ﬂoor coverings. Photo:
Egger.
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Restrained lighting? A successful combination of illuminated rail and
LED shaft from FN shows what can be done. With a clip-groove,
it will accept any Neuhofer strip up to 90 mm, making the system
extraordinarily ﬂexible. Photo: FN Neuhofer.
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Architects and interior designers will have great interest in new lino ﬂoor coverings and furniture products with
embossed surfaces, or embedded with recycled cocoa bean husks. Photo: Forbo.
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The Häfele stand display showed how to
extract more usable space from each square
metre. For architects, interior designers and
investors, it featured the scaleable modular
‘MicroApart 20/30’ micro-apartment, backed
by all-round contract furnishing skills and
giving much to think about. Photo: Häfele.
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The new interior collection from FunderMax breaks radically with well-known
forms and traditions, as seen systematically from the user’s point of view.
Photo: Fudermax.
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The range of anechoic Dukta boards from Kolar is both an ecological product
for interior use and easy on the eye. The boards bend to present an attractive
pattern and absorb sound. Photo: Kolar.
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Warema exhibited ‘Sea-Tex’, a material made from recycled plastics recovered
from the sea and used to manufacture interior products such as window blinds.
Photo: Warema.
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In-line with the current trend to
refurbishment, German premium
manufacturer Festool stand showed
systems for high-class applications
such as new bathroom dry floor
underlay preparation and coverings.
Photo: Festool.
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MICRO APART 20/30
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D-MUNICH. Shaping the future of buildings: Following the multi-functional interior concept for Werner Aisslinger’s LoftCube and the awardwinning trend project “Youth Lab”, Häfele presented the modular, ﬂexible and multi-functional “MicroApart 20/30” at the BAU 2017 trade fair as
another innovative solution for the social and architectural challenges of our time: Space shortage and increased costs of housing.
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PROJECT
MicroApart 20/30.
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Häfele

PROJECT IDEA
Häfele GmbH & Co KG, Nagold.
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SIZE
Modular, scalable from 20–30 m²
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¥Modular kitchen | walk-in closet.

EQUIPMENT
> Multi-dimensional mirror.
> Bathroom function column.
> Walk-in closet.
> Sofa bed.
> Sideboard with table function.
> Modular kitchen.
> Multi-function channel
“Urban Tool Box”.
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SYSTEMS & PRODUCTS

¥!Eõõ>J&&'ë ã!EõK#/#=4%øJ&&I'ë
¥Sideboard closed | TV cabinet open.

¥>/#V>>%I6>7õ9%VR>
¥Bathroom function column.

> DIALOCK Electronic access control system.
> LOOX. Light in furniture.
> SLIDO Sliding solutions.
> STARTEC Architectural hardware.
> “The pergola door” door system.
> Functional furniture solutions.
> Project ﬁttings and accessories from a single source.
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That which we have observed from a safe distance from the mega-metropolises of this

2

world for a long time has now also become reality in Germany: More and more people
choose to live alone and move into the cities. This is where they can ﬁnd jobs, education
and cultural life. However, living space is scarce and expensive in congested urban
areas. Micro-apartments are a response of the real estate industry to one-person
households and urbanization. However, anyone who thinks that this means foregoing
or lacking anything is mistaken. The “Less is more” concept is transferred to the living

J&&69%@ ¡#>Iõ>#AQ >õ %%=%R 7%ô3.9>&%V>R #>Iõ>L%
6ô3%1>J1<7õ9%VR>#AQJ.!ô>7>
Two types of layout: 1 Entrance at the side, one bath unit.
2 Entrance in the middle and separate WC.

area, reﬂecting the trend towards reduction in society in general. Small apartments cost
less to build, consume less energy and are easier to maintain.
True to the motto, “More life per m2”, in collaboration with architect, Dr. Krista Blassy,
PAB Architekten, Erfurt/Munich and the investor and operator, Carsten Fischer, Sonntag

3

4

2

KG, Münster, the “MicroApart 20/30” was created, a modular, scalable micro-apartment.
5

It provides a wide range of solutions for any budget, and can be implemented in both

6

new and existing buildings. Based on a grid zone system, any apartment size,

1

equipment level and duration of residence can be individually scaled. The sufﬁx “20/30”
refers directly to this scalability, which can be between 20 and 30 square metres
Häfele hardware ﬁttings provide (multi-)functional solutions. As a whole, the concept
allows for maximum prefabrication, optimum construction times, and highest quality in
a variety of application, and design options.

7K%¡#>Iõ>7õ9%VR>*CR%#AQIP&9
*=(ô9%%9%71=&#>%9>7>/#V>>%#V>9>7>/
Six zones: 1 Entrance. 2 Bathroom. 3 Storage space.
4 Living / Sleeping. 5 Eating / Working. 6 Cooking.
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depending on requirements.
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Modular scaling: Depending on priorities, the zones can
be individually adapted.
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Economy

Luxury

Business

Business

Economy

Luxury
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MicroApart 20/30 exhibition layout
Standard sizes from 3.00 x 6.60 m to 4.20 x 7.20 m.

Modular construction: Possible grid in line with the
requirements of industrial prefabrication.
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MORE LIFE PER m2
More and more people are living alone and moving into the cities. The answer
is: micro-apartments. Equipped with multi-functional solutions by Häfele
they offer every comfort for everyday life. Individually scalable, they allow
for the development of living concepts for the elderly, innovative housing
for students, and multi-functional apartments for commuters, short-term
employees or so-called professional nomads.
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The ‘avantgardening’ collection from
Christian Fischbacher uses innovative
technology to capture and reproduce
old drawings and paintings from
the Rijksmuseums and New York
Public Library, putting new life into
a digital collage.
Photo: Christian Fischbacher.
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BOLD INTERIOR
STATEMENTS
MAISON & OBJET
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Following two years of lower visitor numbers, this year at last saw a clear increase: more than 85,000 came to Maison & Objet
in Paris to study a wide range of indoor and outdoor furniture, domestic textiles, lighting, tableware and accessories.
The biggest increase was from Russia (+58.8 percent), followed by Japan (+57.75 percent) and the USA (+29 percent). But
there was also an increase in visitor numbers from Portugal, Spain and Italy. Irrespective of whether from France, Switzerland,
NEUE FORM

Germany or Scandinavia – in Paris the diligent buyer can always discover something special. Good examples were: the
charming brass-detailed ‘Tocador’ dressing table from Nomon; jungle-patterned bed linen from Christian Fischbacher; the
giant ‘Vluv’ ball from Hock Design; and the re-launched ‘Locus Solus’ retro outdoor range from Exteta.
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‘Silaï’

Carefully matched: carpet and pouffes:
the ‘Silaï’ from Gan forms a generous
seating area. Photo: Gan.
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A exercise tool or a sporty seat? The ‘Vluv’ from Hock Design combines both functions in a single
product. Photo: Hock Design.

The ‘Luna’ from Patricia Urquiola for Coedition is a clear demonstration
that a chest of drawers does not necessarily have to be deﬁned by
corners. Photo: Coedition.
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Popular Re-launch: The retro-sunbed ‘Locus
Solus’ from Exteta. Photo: Exteta.

MAISON & OBJET
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Charming: The ‘Tocador’ dressing table from
Nomon. Photo: Nomon.
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PANTONE COLOUR
OF THE YEAR 2017:
“GREENERY” EVOKES
THE AWAKENING OF
SPRING
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A more discreet way to feature the Color of the Year 2017. The natural
greenery of house-plants perfectly complements a contemporary
interior decorated in white, gold and natural tones.© shutterstock
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A cheerful grassy green has been chosen by the colour
experts at the US-based Pantone Color Institute as their
Color of the Year 2017. “Greenery” is symbolic of new
beginnings, vitality and afﬁnity with nature. As the outside
world reawakens with the arrival of spring, use this colour
as a zesty accent in your living space – either as a wall
colour or in the form of textiles and accessories. The bright
green goes particularly well with white, pastels and
metallics such as gold, silver and copper. If you ﬁnd the
colour itself a little too garish, there’s an alternative way to
stay on trend. Houseplants such as ferns, palms and
cactuses are back in fashion right now, so why not bring a
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breath of fresh air indoors with some natural greenery?
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As the outside world reawakens,
reinvigorate your indoors with home
textiles and accessories in cheerful
green.© shutterstock
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With its soft cubic form, the grey-white diamond-like diagonal façade patterns, and glass
roof over an impressive 42 m-high atrium, the Hotel Hilton Amsterdam Airport was opened
in December 2015 to become the chief landmark of Europe’s fourth largest airport. The
project manager was Schiphol Real Estate while the design was by well known Netherlands
architects and design bureau Mecanoo. The inviting and generously-dimensioned atrium is
at the heart of the building, with a view from the upper ﬂoor galleries down into the impressive
hall that is nothing short of spectacular.
Both the conference area on the ﬁrst and second ﬂoors and the 433 rooms and suites, are
completed and ﬁtted out to the very latest standard. There are different sizes and categories
of bedroom. Guests can look directly into the atrium from one part of the rooms, while the
196 deluxe rooms look towards the airport. The Bowery restaurant is on the Hilton ground
ﬂoor; the name Bowery is derived partly from the Dutch ‘Bouwerij’ (farm) and the district of
the same name in Lower Manhattan, New York. The unusual interior design combines an
urban, cosmopolitan style with traditional Dutch features such as tiles designed by a Delft
artist. The kitchen technology is also of the very latest, enabling the Bowery diner to create
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the menu of his or her personal choice.
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The 42 metre-high atrium is at
the heart of the Hilton.

HOTEL

HILTON AMSTERDAM AIRPORT SCHIPHOL

READY FOR TAKE-OFF
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Cosmopolitan, but clearly with the ‘Dutch Touch’: the new Hilton Amsterdam hotel at Schiphol Airport
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has an impressive external design, while internally it combines a casual mix of old and new styles.
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The lounge area is under an array of hanging lamps.
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HILTON AMSTERDAM
AIRPORT SCHIPHOL
OPENED
December 2015
ACCOMMODATION
433
ROOMS,
1,700
m²
conference and event centre with
23 meeting rooms, ballroom for
640 persons, three restaurants,
spa and ﬁtness centre.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Schiphol Real Estate/CPO
ARCHITECTS
Mecanoo Architecten, NL-Delft
INTERIOR DESIGN
The Gallery HBA, GB-London
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The modern, cosmopolitan design is clearly linked
with the immediate location of Schipol while the
restaurant is decorated with Delft tiles designed by
a Netherlands artist.
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• Bangkok • Pattaya • Hua Hin
• Phuket • Chiang Mai

Design Studio
www.h a fele.co.th
www. haf eleth a ila n d.c om

Bangkok 57 Soi Sukhumvit 64, Sukhumvit Rd., Bangchak, Phrakanong, Bangkok Tel. 02-741-7171
Pattaya 140/89 Moo 11, Nongprue, Banglamung, Chonburi Tel. 038-332-485
Hua Hin 15/84 Hua Hin 29, Soi Mooban Borfai, Hua Hin, Hua Hin, Prachubkirikhan Tel. 032-547-704
Phuket Opposite Big C 81 Moo 5, Chalermprakiet Ror-9 Rd., Vichit, Muang, Phuket Tel. 076-304-460
Chiang Mai 498 Chiang Mai-Lampang Rd., Thasala, Mueang Chiang Mai, Chiang Mai Tel. 053-240-300
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WHITEPODS
IN THE SWISS ALPS
¾ÏÐÛÌ×ÖË K/J/-#AQI'û%-@!/=&6@QJ3 1õ9ECO-LUXURY HOTEL"WHITE POD"
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HOTEL

Each eco-pod has high-quality individual furnishings, with a warm and cosy atmosphere provided by
a Rika-‘Filo’ wood- pellet stove. The compact straight-sided form ﬁts the ambience exceedingly well.

The apartments are reminiscent of an igloo and at ﬁrst sight

takingly beautiful view of the Swiss Alps: their charming design also

look rather unusual. But the so-called Whitepod bedrooms at

combines luxury with nature and sustainability. They make an

the Eco-Luxury Hotel stand on the mountainside at 1,400 m

attractive holiday destination for those wishing to minimise the size of

above the hamlet of Cerniers, at the foot of the Dents-du-Midi

their ecological footprint. This hotel promotes the use of regional,

range in the Swiss Canton of Wallis. In many respects the

seasonal products; hotel waste is carefully separated into organic

Whitepods are exemplary. Not only do they provide a breath-

matter for composting and inorganic for recycling. Hotel staff live
nearby and walk to work while motor vehicles are mostly excluded. All
the cleaning agents and packaging materials used are biodegradable.
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HOTEL

J(EõIõ>*=¾ÏÐÛÌ×ÖË6>->/"I*1@ I*1@%=&#=4%A.,>*#AQ >-9
I#C9I>63@66øJ91'ó K/J/-%ARI6%9>/(6-(6>%73ô>3>-7/E7/>J1<
$//->!@Iõ> õ3.=%
Whitepod guests enjoy a breathtaking view of the Swiss Alps.
The hotel offers a charming combination of luxury and nature.

J%3@ IAQ.3=&3>-.=Q.C%M ô"E'/<.D!÷Lô=&7ô9*=9½ÎÏÚËÖÕÊK/6/ô>
K -J&&ÍËÕÊËÙÏÉ'/<9&>J(ó%6>-I71AQ.- ô>%I#ó>=%7- />3=&!>ó>.
J1<6/ô>/9&#AQ/9/=&!=3I9 ô3.3>-JPJ/9=%.@QL7só 6@Q%AR1 V>%3%3=6 DL%
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The concept of sustainability has also been applied to the Whitepod
units. The geodetic dome structure is assembled from equilateral
triangular panels, looking like a net and forming a self-supporting
frame of immense strength. This reduces the amount of building
materials and minimises electricity consumption. The dome form
promotes the circulation of air inside the apartment, and requires less
energy to maintain a constant temperature. In addition, the enclosed

6V>7/=&J(Eô->*=V>%3%->>/= >% =1ó>3"C9I'ú%'/<6&>/÷L7-ó#AQ
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(Eô*=/ô9%.=-A6ó3%/ó3-L%>/3>J(%I@%@I34%÷9K/J/- ô3.Ió%=%*3I>
#@R/"L%#AQ9 /"J1ô3I @%%>#A"B#AQ*=9½ÎÏÚËÖÕÊ

wood-burning stove slows the burning process.
For many hotel guests such arrangements are a totally new
experience, which sharpens their awareness for an environmentallysustainable lifestyle. Holidaymakers also play an active part in the

J-ôL%ó30 7E %>3M-ó>V I'ú%!ô9L7ôJI %@ #>->K .M-ó-6A @Q 9V>%3.3>-6< 3
L%A3@! =#AQM ô1ó>3->J1ô37ô9*=#AQ½ÎÏÚËÖÕÊ<"E#V>L7ô9&9Dó% ô3.I!>I(>
M-ô%AQI'ú%,E-@9>>4#AQI'ú%1>I%CQ9>M+<6/ô>>/÷&9%M 99M ÷L7ô->L%
<#AQ!ô%M-ô E B-I-CQ9.=-AA3@!9.Eó

hotel’s eco-planning: they leave their cars at a car park and then walk
20 minutes to their Whitepod accommodation.
Even in winter there is no need for the guests to go without their
creature comforts. As mentioned above, the Whitepods are heated

L%0 E>1%ARK/J/-!@ !=RI!>M-ôI-P ¬ÏÒÕ#AQ#V>K .¸ÏÑÇ6@Q#AQ6%=&6%D%I71ó>%ARL%
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with wood pellet burning stoves. This is climate-neutral, because the
ﬁre only produces as much carbon dioxide as the tree absorbed
when alive.
This season the hotel installed ‘Filo’ wood-pellet stoves made by
Rika. These contribute greatly to the cosy atmosphere and are easily
ﬁred up via a touchscreen display. Warmth is quickly and evenly

NEUE FORM

distributed by radiation and convection. These self-cleaning stoves
are fuelled from a large pellet hopper with automatic feed to the
stove. The stove has an inﬁnitely variable-speed extra quiet motor, so
there is no disturbance to the peace and quiet of this tranquil setting,
at the heart of a fantastic and unspoiled natural environment.
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7õ9%9%¾ÏÐÛÌ×ÖËV>%3%7õ9#AQK/J/-#AQI'û%-@!/=&6@Q
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The 15 Whitepod bedrooms at the Eco-Luxury Hotel are
located on a mountainside 1,400 m above sea level. Their
colour and shape of the structure is reminiscent of an igloo.
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LUXURY HIDEAWAY
ON IBIZA
¯ÈÏàÇI'ú%D 7->.'1>.#>6V>7/=&%=#ó9I#AQ.3#AQM ô/=&3>-%@.-->.>3%>%6V>7/=&>3I.9/-=%!9%%AR>.)øû!<3=%!9I><
I- @I!9/÷I/I%A.%%ARM ô/=&3>-7/E7/>6D 7/E/< =&7ô> >3L7-ó¹ËÜËÔ¶ÏÔËÙ/3-6">'ø!.//-6-=.L7-ó*/ô9- ô3.6">%#AQBQ-9&
'/<6&>/÷3=%7.D #AQ.=Q.C%
Ibiza has for long been a favourite holiday destination for Germans. Now, the west coast of this Mediterranean
island has acquired a new ﬁve-star luxury hideaway: the Seven Pines combines modern architecture with a
location providing a sustainable holiday experience.

¹«¼«´¶¯´«¹
K/J/-J1</A69/÷#
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K/>/J/9J&/% Kø /J/-J7ôL7-ô9C ºÌÝÌÕ·ÐÕÌÚ¹ÌÚÖÙÛ#AQ °ÉÐáÈK/J/#A(Q 6-(6>%'/<6&>/ø>/*=(ô9%9.ô>.=Q .C%
6">'ù!.//-#A#Q %= 6-=.9¯ÐËÌÈÞÈàºÌÝÌÕ·ÐÕÌÚ.=/3-I9>D6-&=!@ >/
99J&&/< &= ,E-,@ >K .I*><J1<M Iõ 'ë I-C9Q 'ì#JAQ 1õ3
SEVEN PINES
HOTELS & RESORTS
Seven Pines Hotels & Resorts is a new ﬁve-star hotel brand ﬁnanced by
Lindner Investment Management GmbH.
First project for the new hotel brand is the Seven Pines Resort on Ibiza. The
hotel combines exclusivity with a sustainable holiday experience.
The Hideaway Seven Pines modern architecture also incorporates typical
regional design features, and opened last year.

6">'ù!.//-#AQ#=%6-=.9¯ÐËÌÈÞÈàºÌÝÌÕ·ÐÕÌÚ.=/3-I9>D6-&=!@>/
99J&&/< =&,E-@,>K .I*><J1<M õI'ë I-CQ9'ì#AQJ1õ3
The Hideaway Seven Pines modern architecture also incorporates typical
regional design features, and opened last year.
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There are already quite a few luxury hotels on Ibiza and another was added
last year. This one has been conceived by the new ﬁve-star luxury Seven
Pines Hotels & Resorts brand newly established by Lindner Investment
Management GmbH. The ﬁrst project for the new label was the Seven Pines
Resort, and is intended to combine exclusivity with a unique and sustainable
holiday experience on this popular island in the sun.
Located on Ibiza’s west coast, the new hotel features straight architectural
lines blended with design elements characteristic of the region.
The hotel has 42 suites, 146 apartments and three luxury villas offering
comfort at the highest level. There is an in-house ‘7Senses-Spa’, a
Mediterranean restaurant and a stylish club enabling the guest to actively
determine how he or she will enjoy the holiday to the full. The new hideaway
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hotel opened last June.
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HALF A HOUSE IS
BETTER THAN NONE
6">'%@#AQ%<I1@4/>3=1·¹°»Á²¬¹'/<V>'ì
THE 2016 PRITZKER PRIZE-WINNING ARCHITECT

Alejandro Aravena

I>M-ô-A3>-!õ9>/#AQ<99J&&9%DI6>3/A.ø6V>7/=&M-ôAQ%7/C9
&õ>%#AQô9%õ> A/>>"E6V>7/=&%->->.6V>7/=&>/(E-= !%
#>6=-9I>%=Q%C96">'%@>3@1A3=.'ì¨ÓÌÑÈÕËÙÖ
¨ÙÈÝÌÕÈ#AQM õ/=&/>3=1·ÙÐÛáÒÌÙ·ÙÐáÌ
He has no wish to design monuments for the few; rather good
and low-priced homes for the many. For his social commitment
the 48 year-old Chilean architect Alejandro Aravena was
awarded the Pritzker Prize.
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One function of architecture is to make the world a better place. That is
particularly true for those who can afford the cost of good design. But by
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contrast, architect Alejandro Aravena tries to enhance the quality of life for

DESIGNER

those at the poorer end of society. For his efforts in this direction, last April he
was awarded the Pritzker Prize. A good sign.

-D- õ>%%9J!ô-A>//<&>.9>>4M õ A,>.L%
4E%.ø%3=!//-=%!@9>K@1A
Angular outside, but well ventilated inside:
the Santiago, Chile Innovation Centre.

-A*%CR #AIQ *A.*9,>.L%/<#ô9-#AIQ 1P#A6Q D ¨ÓÌÑÈÕËÙÖ
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B A3ô>M-A-A&õ>%I1.L%>/*=%>#AQ9.Eô9>4=.
¸ÜÐÕÛÈ´ÖÕÙÖà9I>
There is sufﬁcient space inside the smallest
hut. Alejandro Aravena has shown why half
a house is better than none in his ‘Quinta
Monroy’ social housing development.
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As a general rule social housing is not seen by architects as
a prestige project. However, last year the world’s top
architectural Pritzker prize went to Chilean architect
Alejandro Aravena for his work designing social housing for
the poor. Maybe this might start a new trend, for this year he
will lead the Venice Biennale. For example, he designed
emergency housing for catastrophe areas and has become
known for the ‘Quinta Monroy’ social housing development.
This may have dispensed entirely with gloss and glamour,
but it made an enormous improvement to the quality of life
for its residents.
The basic idea was to create small dwellings that are only

<//->//>3=1¶ØÏÚàÑËØ1ó>33ó>§ØÇÜËÔÇM Jô 6 L7ôI7P%"B3>-6>->/"
9I>L%>//3-3>-/=&(@ 9&!ó96=-Iô>=&ô9V>= #>>/I@%L%/E'J&&#AQ
ó9L7ôI@ 6,>*3>-I'ú%9.Eó#AQ AL%I-C9

half-ﬁnished, with the intention that residents would
complete it for themselves at a later stage when time and
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ﬁnances allow. The plan worked, and within a few weeks all
the houses were ﬁnished.
The Pritzker Prize jury said: “Aravena has clearly shown his
ability to combine social responsibility with ﬁnancial
constraints in a way that produces decent living conditions in
the city.“
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BLUE BLOOD
WITH CREATIVE POTENTIAL
7%BQ'ë#AQ(ó>%->Iô>>.©ÇØÒ¶ÎÏÒÏÖ¨ËØÔÇÊÕÚÚË#AQ71ó9I71>9.EóL%9=% =&#AQ6AQL%>/6C&6=%!@34÷63AI %M ôJ!ó>%
=&KI+ë.(EIô 19K-J1<,>*>%J!ó>%9*3I>M ô >.M'#=3Q K1I7!D>/÷9>-AL7ô= 196V>7/=&7%=6C9*@-*÷6IA 71C9
J!óIô>>.L%<%A.R = %V>I6%93>-@ 6/ô>6//÷#6AQ >V =s6V>7/=&K19>/99J&&!J!ó,>.L%*/<9÷#/4B5>
>/99J&&/>+êJ1</ó3-=&µÙÉÇØ±ßÒÈËØÍJ1<L%'ë*4*/<9÷M ôó9!=R¨ÛØËÇÛ¨ËØÔÇÊÕÚÚË±ßÒÈËØÍ
ªËÙÏÍÔ¨ÛØËÇÛL%6!9K:1÷One year ago the handsome Prince Carl Philip Bernadotte – fourth in line of succession to the
Swedish throne – married beautiful Soﬁa, and their wedding photos were ﬂashed around the
world. The event may have provided copy for the Yellow Press, but the prince now also delivers
substantial creative input for the world of interior design. He studied graphic design and with costudent Oscar Kylberg and in 2012 they founded the Design Bureau Bernadotte & Kylberg in
Stockholm.
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The ‘Air Sense’ glassware
collection for Schott Zwiesel
is pure and elegant. The
sphere above the stem
transforms a wine glass into
am iconic design.
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the rug, blanket and cushion textiles
designed for Swedish department
chain store Åhléns, use simple graphic
elements.

Clearly, design is in the blood. Carl’s great uncle was one of the
world’s ﬁrst industrial designers and his coffee service is in New
York’s Museum of Modern Art. Similarly, his business partner Oscar
Kylberg comes from a long line of creative talent and a painting by his
great grandfather is in Göteborg’s Art Museum. However, these two
newcomers do not draw inspiration from previous generations, rather
from their immediate surroundings. Says Carl Philip: “We derive lots
of inspiration from water.” This should not really come as a surprise,
since their ofﬁces are in Stockholm, a city surrounded by the sea.
Not only is their latest collection of vases and bowls for Stelton
named ‘Stockholm
‘Horizon’; it clearly incorporates the subtly different shades of blue
seen in water. These colours look to have been applied by hand on
the enamelled surface of the aluminium vessels, lending them an
unusual brilliance.
For Stelton they also produced ‘Stockholm Aquatic’, likewise inspired
by the colours of the sea and for which Bernadotte & Kylberg won a
Red Dot prize in 2015. With test pieces and experimentation, the
design took three years to complete. “The way we work is sometimes
like a single person with four eyes,” which is how the textile collection
was created for the Swedish Åhléns chain of department stores:
rugs, blankets, cushions and bathroom textiles, whose patterns
combine graphic elements.
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Of course, it is no surprise that the attention currently accorded
Bernadotte & Kylberg is partly due to the Royal status of the blueeyed prince. Says Carl Philip: “So we must be twice as good as the
others.” He is determined that success will not be just down to his
public status. Approval! As things now stand, he need have no such
concern, because so far their designs have easily passed this test.
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Portrait Left: Oscar Kylberg is one half of the Bernadotte & Kylberg
design partnership.
Portrait Right: The Swedish prince has proved he is capable of much
more than State representational duties: his designs combine
Scandinavian simplicity and clarity with reﬁnement.

91I1=%ºÛÖÊÒÏÖÓÔ¯ÖÙÐáÖÕ#AQ
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The beautiful ‘Stockholm Horizon’
collection for Stelton.
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likes to change face at regular intervals;
here as the ‘wicked lady’.
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Showpiece: Moooi also
makes the ‘Golden Chair’.
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The ‘Stay Dining’ armchair is part of the ‘Collection III’
created for the Sé design label of London.
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The high-standing ‘Secretaria desk’ for the
home was designed for Rossana Orlandi.

No longer are her creations the exclusive province of a few
insiders; they are now more accurately described as
phenomenal. The international world of design may still be
dominated by men, but the grace shown in Nika Zupanc’s
designs has overshadowed those of many others by a large
margin. Her ideas are somewhat against the trend towards
stringently thought-through design concepts, though some
may ﬁnd them too playful, decorative or feminine. But this is
precisely what many ﬁnd refreshing about Nika’s world: her
rose-coloured ‘Lolita’ lamps, the delicate ‘Miss Dior’ chairs,
and blazing gold cherry lamps are a gentle yet naïve wake-up
call to the senses amidst a sea of monastic silence.
Enchantingly provocative.
Moooi co-founder and art-director Marcel Wanders was
among the ﬁrst to recognise her creative talent and the Lolita
lamps have been in the Moooi portfolio since 2008; and by
this time Nika had also come to the notice of other
manufacturers. Amongst these was Moroso, which launched
her ‘Tailored Chair’, inspired by a black corset. Just two years
later she began working with the young London Sé label
founded by Pavlo Schtakleff, who determined to bring this
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creative young designer into Europe’s best craft workshops.
Her latest range designed for Sé is ‘Collection III’, ﬁrst seen in
Milan’s legendary Galleria Rossana Orlandi, for which she
also created a number of exclusive products. One such is the
high-standing and slim roll-top ‘Secretaria Desk’ desk for
home use. Nika also makes a number of products under her
own name.
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Although as a designer she is highly capable at creating new
products for everyday use, she is also top notch when it
comes to using her feminine skills for personal presentation
as did pop-icon Madonna, having made the transition from
‘model pupil’ to femme fatale. For her, this is an expression of
emancipation. She obviously has no lack of self-conﬁdence,
as witnessed by the name she chose for her Milan show a
few years ago: “I’ll buy my own ﬂowers”.

K-M+³ÖÓÐÛÈ#AQI'û%#AQ/=%=&I'û%3>6V>I/P/=RJ/96K13AI%A.#AQ%ô>6%L%AR
-=%"E6/õ>BR%K .´ÖÖÖÐ
The endearing ‘Lolita’ lamp was the
ﬁrst major success for this attractive
Slovene. It has since been made by
Moooi.

K-M+/<.@&/<.=&!/<>/!>©ÓÈÊÒªÏÌÙÙà
The sensual rounded glamour ‘Black
Cherry’ lamp.
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K-M+K!ö<»ÙÖ×ÏàÖÖáÌÚI6%ô7ø.D76@&
The ‘Trophy’ table lamp oozes Sixties-charm.
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• Bangkok • Pattaya • Hua Hin
• Phuket • Chiang Mai

Design Studio
www.h a fele.co.th
www. haf eleth a ila n d.c om

Bangkok 57 Soi Sukhumvit 64, Sukhumvit Rd., Bangchak, Phrakanong, Bangkok Tel. 02-741-7171
Pattaya 140/89 Moo 11, Nongprue, Banglamung, Chonburi Tel. 038-332-485
Hua Hin 15/84 Hua Hin 29, Soi Mooban Borfai, Hua Hin, Hua Hin, Prachubkirikhan Tel. 032-547-704
Phuket Opposite Big C 81 Moo 5, Chalermprakiet Ror-9 Rd., Vichit, Muang, Phuket Tel. 076-304-460
Chiang Mai 498 Chiang Mai-Lampang Rd., Thasala, Mueang Chiang Mai, Chiang Mai Tel. 053-240-300
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CALM AND COURAGE
MUT DESIGN

/E'"ô>.¡7õ>7Dõ%6ô3%»ÏÌ´ÜÛ>3>M'õ>.¬ËÜÈÙËÖ Villalón Alberto Sánchez J1<
´ÈÕÜÌÓ´ÈÙÛÐÕ/Eõ3ô>I-CQ9!õ999>I6õ%#>#AQ"EK-!A
Photo: The Mut partnership of (right to left) Eduardo Villalón, Alberto Sánchez and Manuel
Martin know when to leave the beaten path.
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Almost from the same mould: the ‘Twins’ collection
consists of two armchairs, designed for Expormim.
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Different patterns can be arranged
with ‘Keidos’ multi-coloured tiles
(Entic-designs).
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The ‘Float’ is a most unusual style of modular kitchen unit designed for Miras editions.
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First major success: the
‘Nautica’ hanging chair for
Expormim won a Red Dot
Award in 2014.

THE CHOICE of a new international trading name is fraught with difﬁculty. In
the case of the Mut design studio based in Valencia, Spain, the Spanish word
means ‘calm’. Later, Eduardo found out that ‘Mut’ in German means ‘courage’:
“We like the duality of the word, because we think our designs combine these
two qualities.“
At their very ﬁrst meeting Eduardo Villalón, Alberto Sánchez and Manuel
Martin found that each dreamed of setting up his own design studio. So the
next step was obvious: to venture setting up an independent partnership. The
three designers all share the same belief that experimentation is an essential
part of the creative process and is at the core of their joint endeavours.
Their ﬁrst major success came with the iconic ‘Nautica’ hanging Rattan basket
seat designed for Expormim. The original requirement was to update an
existing design for the label. Said Eduardo: “We decided to go a bit further and
chose soft, wavy lines to create an item that was both playful and mature, and
for which we received a Red Dot Award in 2014.“
The Rattan basket hanging seat has been one of Expormim’s most successful
products; since when, other well-known brands have commissioned the Mut
designers. In Milan, amongst other things Mut exhibited the minimalist table
‘Duplex’ collection designed for Sancal; a ﬁne tribute to Mies van der Rohe
and F. L. Wright.
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Likewise the ‘Ulah’ rocking stool for Expormim.
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The ‘Duplex’ tables for Sancal – a tribute to Mies van
der Rohe – can be rearranged ad inﬁnitum.
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HAMBURG’S
MUSICAL
TRIUMPH!
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ELBPHILHARMONIE : CONCERT HALL AND PLAZA
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Acoustic perfection: the organ pipes extend high into the roof structure. Photo: Maxim Schulz.
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Smart styling: the Sky-Lounge.
Photo: Elbphilharmonie.

PROJECT

High up under the ceiling, the glass crown stretches forth
towards the sky, for all the world honest, innocent and pure: this
is ‘our’ new ‘Elbphilharmonie’ landmark concert building in
Hamburg. New it may be, but already an icon: an architectural
symbol that stands with the Sydney Opera House, the Empire
State Building and the Eifel Tower. At long last, the eighth ﬂoor
plaza was opened to the general public on 4 November 2016,
who after almost ten years of waiting mobbed the building for a
ﬁrst look. Almost the whole town wanted to explore the
spectacular concert hall. The visitor experience begins with a
few minutes of near-meditation rising on an 82-metre escalator
in preparation for that which is to come. Then comes another
escalator, and a short staircase delivering the visitor to an airy
public plaza 37 metres above on the eighth ﬂoor – and an
amazing view. From here, the visitor ascends a wooden staircase
into heart of the building – the concert hall. It weighs some 12,500
tons and is acoustically de-coupled from the vicinity by 362
sprung capsules. The concert hall acoustics are said to be
superior to anything previous and were designed by the leading
Japanese expert Yasuhisa Toyota, who selected the famous
‘white skin’ for the concert hall lining. Made from recycled paper
and plaster, it has surface detents mimicking those of natural
chalk or mussel shells. The entire form language chosen for the
concert hall is based on that of organic elements. At each
performance, up to 2,100 concertgoers are seated on a series of
gently curving terraces, overlapping each other above and
below, and embracing the stage beneath. The result is an almost
intimate, closely packed atmosphere. The ﬁrst concert was
broadcast to the world on 11 January 2017, including
appropriately enough Beethoven’s ‘Ode to Joy’.
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A triumphal combination of engineering and artistic design: the
glittering glass façade of Hamburg’s Elbphilharmonie building
has about 1,100 window elements. These are stressed
to withstand hurricane gusts and torrential rain (both not
unknown in Hamburg!). Photo: Maxim Schulz.
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A close-up view of the so-called ‘white skin’ concert
hall wall lining, the secret behind the sensational
sound quality in the Elbphilharmonie. Photo:
Johannes Arlt.
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No concertgoer sits more than 30 metres from
the musicians, giving all present the best-possible
enjoyment. The sound quality is superb throughout
the entire concert hall, which is now home to NDR
North German Radio’s concert orchestra. Their
musicians are thrilled with the new location and
sound. Photo: Michael Zapf.
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The eighth-ﬂoor plaza provides a spectacular bird’seye view of Hamburg’s harbour. Photo: Iwan Baan.
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The ﬁve-star Westin Hotel in the Elbphilharmonie occupies eleven ﬂoors and opened in November 2016 for guests, since when music-lovers have been able to follow a
superb concert with a night in the hotel, and take in a fabulous view of the harbour and city. No doubt, an unforgettable experience. Photo: Michael Zapf.
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The Westin Hotel’s panorama-suite has a breathtaking 360-degree view.
Photo: Michael Zapf.
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HIGH-LEVEL LUXURY
HOMES AND COMFORT
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ELBPHILHARMONIE: HOTEL, APARTMENTS AND RESTAURANTS
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In addition to the all-important concert hall, the
Elbphilharmonie development also includes the ﬁvestar Hotel Westin, 45 luxury ﬂats, a delicatessen and
the ‘Störtebeker’ restaurant. The architects Herzog &
de Meuron determined that the structure should
consist of a very few materials: the plaza is paved with
traditional Hamburg red brick. This is the same
material as was used for construction of the
Kaispeicher warehouse designed in the 1960s by
Werner Kallmorgen. Also there is oak, glass, concrete
and metal, while the colours are restricted to white
and black. Said the hotel designer Tassilo Bost: “We
have created a magical location with its ﬁngers on the
pulse of Hamburg’s harbour. It was important that our
ambitious project – with its almost sacred façade -should strengthen the overall design and spatial
experience.” The result is a peaceful oasis with
absolutely unique views of the city, harbour, the
Hansa’s world cultural location, and historic redbrick
warehouse city Speicherstadt. All 244 hotel rooms and
suites are designed to provide the guest with a
maximum of comfort and relaxation. In addition to
music, the Elbphilharmonie has a premium-hotel, topclass food service, the ‘Störtebeker’ restaurant, and
has 45 of the city’s most expensive ﬂats for sale. Of
course, buyers will require a certain ﬁnancial cushion,
for the asking price per ﬂat is up to 35,000 Euros per

-D--9,>.L%9>/J6 7õ9
D #AQ 99J&&K .²ÈÛÌ¯ÜÔÌ
6V>7/=&>/*=%>¬ÓÉ×ÏÐÓÏÈÙÔÖÕÐÌ
/>>>..E %@ ! 9.E ô / <73ô > 
"B.EK/!ô9!>/>
I-!//E',>*¡¬ÎÎÌÙÚÔÈÕÕ
An internal view of the show-ﬂat
designed by Kate Hume for the
Elbphilharmonie development.
Prices for the 45 units range
between 25,000 and 35,000
Euros per square metre. Photo:
Eggersmann.
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The Saffron in the Westin Hotel has top-quality furnishings and ﬁttings with Artemide lamps.
Photo: Artemide.
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/E',>*,=!!>>/¡Störtebeker
Well-equipped to serve large groups of diners: the Beer&Dine Channel Lounge in the Störtebeker.
Photo Restaurant: Störtebeker.
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The Störtebeker Restaurant is operated by the Stralsund specialist brewer and located on the ﬁfth ﬂoor
with space for 200 diners. The food is a modern interpretation of North German lifestyle à la carte. The
seating was provided by Wagner Living. Photo: Störtebeker.
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• Bangkok • Pattaya • Hua Hin
• Phuket • Chiang Mai

Design Studio
www.h a fele.co.th
www. haf eleth a ila n d.c om

Bangkok 57 Soi Sukhumvit 64, Sukhumvit Rd., Bangchak, Phrakanong, Bangkok Tel. 02-741-7171
Pattaya 140/89 Moo 11, Nongprue, Banglamung, Chonburi Tel. 038-332-485
Hua Hin 15/84 Hua Hin 29, Soi Mooban Borfai, Hua Hin, Hua Hin, Prachubkirikhan Tel. 032-547-704
Phuket Opposite Big C 81 Moo 5, Chalermprakiet Ror-9 Rd., Vichit, Muang, Phuket Tel. 076-304-460
Chiang Mai 498 Chiang Mai-Lampang Rd., Thasala, Mueang Chiang Mai, Chiang Mai Tel. 053-240-300
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BREAKING RANKS
LE TOISON D’ OR
BRUSSELS / LE TOISON D’ OR
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The Ben van Berkel design has large
ground ﬂoor showroom windows and
nicely proportioned balconies on the
upper ﬂoors, integrated within exciting,
dynamic facades, all combining to create
an individual appearance.
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Inside, high ceilings maximize daylight
penetration. The dark units in the openplan kitchen mark the centre of each
home.
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The Brussels City development by architect Ben van Berkel features dynamic and upwardly thrusting
facade elements that stand out from the crowd. This buildings complex is refreshingly different, yet
nevertheless blends with its urban surroundings.

From the standpoint of architectural form and construction,
these days virtually anything is possible. But all too frequently,
new city centre buildings are like peas from the same pod. It
makes no difference whether the new building is in Hamburg or
Munich – they generally consist of white boxes, maybe with a
classicistic touch here and there. The fear is that it will not be
long before each city looks very much like the next. So it is
always refreshing to ﬁnd an architect ready to think out of the
box and break ranks with a new project that is clearly different
from the rest: Le Toison d’Or in the Brussels City was designed
by Ben van Berkel for ProWinko in cooperation with Architects
Jaspers-Eyers. It is a mixed-use concept with ground ﬂoor
retail units and 72 different ﬂats on the upper ﬂoors, ranging
from 50 to 750 square metres each.
The façade is sub-divided by a rising and dynamically widening
frame, not unlike a balloon, almost appearing to hover above
the street. Balconies form a differentiated horizontal structure.
Although the building is quite different, it nevertheless blends
well with the surrounding cityscape. The ﬂoor to ceiling height
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in the residential sections is at least 2.7 metres and sometimes
more, maximizing daylight penetration into the dwellings. The
prefabricated open-plan kitchen units form a salon at the heart
of each dwelling and deﬁne the location of interior partitions.
The architects also placed great emphasis on the sustainability
criteria applied to each unit.
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NEW OFFICE IN HAMBURG
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Medical systems manufacturer Philips recently
moved into a new headquarters building in north
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Hamburg, thereby putting down an innovative signpost for the future. In so doing, the company created
an inspiring working environment for the roughly
1,000-strong workforce. The interior was by design
bureau SBP and drew its inspiration directly from the
City of Hamburg.
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Late in 2015, the day to move to new premises had ﬁnally arrived
and Philips celebrated the completion of a new headquarters
building in the Fuhlsbüttel suburb of north Hamburg, where it has
long been based. The move enabled research and development,
production, sales and marketing to come under the same roof.
The chief executive of Philips Medical Systems DMC Diedrich
Dirks said: “Being all in the same place shortens the distances
between every stage of product design, manufacture, sales and
distribution. This reduces the innovation cycle time and generates
synergy to the advantage of our customers. Also, it enables us to
provide customers when visiting with a much deeper insight into
the way we work and manufacture.“
The representative new building has a generously glazed façade
installed by project manager ECE and was designed to meet the
Philips requirement for ‘work place innovation’: a modern working
environment with functional inspirational areas, containing
advanced information and communication technologies. There is
13,500 m² of ofﬁce space on six ﬂoors, forming a ﬂexible working
area for the roughly 1,000 employees. The areas are of different
size to enable the formation of teams as required; people can
meet in lounge areas, conference rooms or small ofﬁces as the
need arises. Further, the Philips Campus has showrooms for each
brand, an additional conference centre and a ﬁtness centre next
door. At later stages the company will extend services to
employees with sport and welfare facilities.
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¯ÈÔÉÜÙÎIô%9%I#%I%9/ø6A6õThe use of bold colours provides for visual
emphasis and assists in orientation. Throughout
the new building, the design bears a strong visual
association with characteristic Hamburg features,
such as the orange-coloured containers.

New ofﬁce in Hamburg
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In 2014 Philips was identiﬁed as one of Germany’s best employers,
so it is no surprise that the new corporate headquarters has been
planned to enhance its status as a good place of employment. To
this end, the SBP Hamburg planning bureau produced a
comprehensive colour-coded design concept, running as a
uniform thread through the entire building. The colour code has
several functions. Firstly, it helps orientation and then identiﬁes a
work zone for each team. Each ﬂoor has a main function with its
design and emotional high points in central breakout areas. The
colour coding is clearly rooted in the Hanseatic City’s traditions:
blue is obviously the water, beach baskets mark proximity to the
sea, and orange-coloured sea containers ﬂag up the harbour. The
typical neighbourhood feeling and the local colours of Hamburg’s
red brick buildings are also in evidence. Said Philips-Deutschland
boss Peter Vullinghs: “Here, we have the entire city in one
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building.”
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• Bangkok • Pattaya • Hua Hin
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Design Studio
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Bangkok 57 Soi Sukhumvit 64, Sukhumvit Rd., Bangchak, Phrakanong, Bangkok Tel. 02-741-7171
Pattaya 140/89 Moo 11, Nongprue, Banglamung, Chonburi Tel. 038-332-485
Hua Hin 15/84 Hua Hin 29, Soi Mooban Borfai, Hua Hin, Hua Hin, Prachubkirikhan Tel. 032-547-704
Phuket Opposite Big C 81 Moo 5, Chalermprakiet Ror-9 Rd., Vichit, Muang, Phuket Tel. 076-304-460
Chiang Mai 498 Chiang Mai-Lampang Rd., Thasala, Mueang Chiang Mai, Chiang Mai Tel. 053-240-300
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Peter Schmidt is one of Germany’s best-known product designers and
became famous for the small bottles he designed for fashion house Jil Sander.
We asked him about the ‘Prana+’ lamp for Esylux’s Human Centric Lighting
range. With its intelligent control system, it follows the natural diurnal change
in daylight and with it, man’s natural biological rhythm.
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Peter Schmidt with his business partners Daniel Belliero and Marcel Zandée.
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The ‘Prana+’ lampstand was designed for Esylux of Ahrensburg in Germany; it combines
biologically-responsive light with minimum energy costs.

Designer Peter Schmidt’s big breakthrough came in the 1980s
with his work for Jil Sander, where he had a major inﬂuence on the
public face of the brand. His minimalist Jil Sander perfume bottles
are now on show in the New York’s Museum of Modern Art. Since
then, he has designed more than 100 different perfume bottles for
branded products. He has also produced memorable and durable
logo designs for Bertelsmann, Grohe, Hugo Boss, Joop and the
City of Hamburg. He designed prize-wining porcelain for Arzberg,
in which he rediscovered the essential features of rectangular
and circular forms. Not limiting himself to product design, in 1994
he embarked upon stage design for a performance of Parsival,
followed by others for ballet, opera and theatre. In 2007 he sold
his large design studio, which then employed some 100 persons,
and decided on a new direction. However, design is in the blood
and the versatile Schmidt simply could not stop: he took on two
young partners Daniel Belliero & Marcel Zandée and together they
founded the Designstudio PSBZ in Hamburg.
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“THE LAMP WOULD
LOOK LIKE A SPACESHIP”
INTERVIEW WITH PETER SCHMIDT
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You once said you think it important to keep on learning new things.
As far as I am aware the ‘Prana+’ lamp stand is your ﬁrst technical
product. So what did you learn?
We – the team at PSBZ – learned a lot about the different aspects of
light and its effects on people. In addition, we learned a great deal
more about technical limitations.
I can fully understand that. Just the choice of the lamp proﬁle must
have been a major challenge, because the extremely slim shape
must also hold a cable duct and the electronic control system.
From the technical point of view, we have gone to the absolute limit
of what is currently possible with the ‘Prana+’. Our engineers had
some concern that the proﬁle might go out of shape over time. To
ensure this does not happen, we pre-bent it by exactly one degree.
In addition, we did very complex mechanical stress calculations,
rather like those one would do for an aircraft wing. We stiffened the
proﬁle by the incorporation of transverse ribs that also leave
sufﬁcient space for ﬁve thick cables and the control unit. We had to
delete ribs from the touch-panel zone; we spent a lot of time on
calculations.
The design of a lamp stand with such functions is highly complex.
Were you at once sure you could do it?
We are always glad to tackle something truly new to us. Of course,
lighting technology and quality design is particularly complex.
However, for this job we had access to our client Easylux’s lighting
laboratory, which specialises in sensors. They also do the
electronics. Our job was to take these important component
features and integrate them within an attractive lamp stand design,
then put them all together in a one hundred percent reliable system.
Of course, we were immediately more than happy to be part of the
Easylux design constellation.
‘Prana+’ combines biologically deﬁned light with minimum energy
costs and can be regulated in accordance with personal
requirements and best energy efﬁciency. Have you other clients for
whom energy has been an important factor?
Energy efﬁciency and sustainability should always be incorporated
in a design, especially for high-value products. Good design is
much more than just a pretty outer wrapper.
How would you deﬁne ‘good design’?
Good design is characterised by well thought-out solutions. For the
lamp, we added a pull-out lamp head and an adapted base that
could position the light at the optimum position over the work
surface. The product should adapt to user requirements, not the
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other way round.
Herr Schmidt, you once said that the appearance of a perfume
bottle can be both evocative of its contents and ﬁre the imagination.
Is the design of the ‘Prana+’ indicative of its interior lighting
technology and intelligent control? Does it stimulate the imagination?
For this design, the need was to use the skill of reduction. Otherwise
the lamp would have looked like a spaceship, because it employs a
huge amount of innovative technology.
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QUESTIONS TO AQUA-CULTURA
BOARDMEMBER INES TANKE

“BATHROOM DESIGN
FOR KNEIPP THERAPY”
AQUA-CULTURA BOARD MEMBER INES TANKE
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Increasingly, bathrooms are becoming seen as a focal point for wellness and health care.
Most recent is the trend towards Kneipp therapy whose objective is to mobilise the body’s
own natural defences, lower blood pressure and support the vascular system. We invited

INTERVIEW

bathroom designer and a member of the Aqua Cultura company board to outline the latest
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developments.
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Retro-ﬁt of a Kneipp hose (here from Keuco) needs
both cold and hot water feeds.
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Mrs Tanke: classic Kneipp therapy has recently enjoyed a
resurgence and is said to be greatly supportive of good health.
Bathroom ﬁttings manufacturers have picked up on this theme
by developing new products. Can you give some examples?
There are specialist Kneipp hoses such as those made by
Dornbracht or Keuco; these generate an ideal water jet for
Kneipp therapy applications and are generally installed within a
bathroom shower. In addition, you need a wooden footboard
grille, because it is best not to stand in ﬂowing water during
application. In addition to using a Kneipp water jet on the body,
there are also Kneipp foot- and arm baths. These are generally
used either in the bathtub or in a washbasin that is put away
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when not in use.
The Dornbracht ‘Foot Bath’ is another useful product. This has
an integral discharge pipe for both straightforward foot washing,
and for Kneipp jet discharge.
Is it easy to retroﬁt such products to existing bathrooms?
Since most bathrooms have both a washbasin and a bathtub,
Kneipp use presents no great difﬁculty. The main thing to
remember is that the washbasin must have sufﬁcient volume to
accommodate the fully submerged forearm. When treading
water in the bathtub, be sure to stand on a non-slip mat. A fall
can be unpleasant.
Retroﬁtting a Kneipp hose is a bit more complex because this
requires both hot- and cold-water feeds. If the shower outlet is
not so equipped, it becomes a job for the plumber and new tiles.
Given the space required and the combined hot and cold water
feed, the Dornbracht footbath is best suited for installation when
the building is under construction. Retroﬁt to an existing
bathroom can be a problem.
What other bathroom health care trends are there now?
There is an increasing use of steam showers. These have the
same health advantages as the steam bath and are integrated
within a discrete shower. The enclosed shower cell is ﬁtted with
a bench and a steam generator. This has the advantage that the
steam shower can also be installed within smaller bathrooms. A
steam shower requires no more space than the existing shower
and a steam bath is a good way to look after your health.
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A Kneipp forearm arm bath (left) can
be a simple basin put away after
use (Dornbracht bathroom ﬁtting).
A steam shower (right: by Bayou via
Frick-Badezimmer) can be installed
within an enclosed shower cell;
it requires a bench and a steam
generator.
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INTERVIEW WITH
FORD DESIGNER
SONJA VANDENBERK
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The interior space for vehicle occupants is the smallest in regular
everyday use, and the ambience is largely determined by the choice of
textiles. Sonja Vandenberk is Ford’s chief interior designer for colours
and materials, whom we asked what criteria she applies and which
lifestyle trends are to be found in current automotive interior design.
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Personal lifestyle ﬁnds its expression not only in the brand of
car we choose, but also in the interior design of the vehicle
interior. We asked Ford vehicle interior designer Sonja
Vandenberk what part textiles play.
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Materials and colours used in Ford’s high-end
‘Vignale’ line.

SONJA VANDENBERK
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Mrs Vandenberk, what are the most important requirements for the
choice of textiles for vehicle interiors?
‘With respect to decor we focus mainly on textiles that look good,
are in-line with current trends, and have the right shades of colour.
Vehicles with more sporting associations such as the ‘ST’ or ‘STLine’ require a matching choice. However in small cars there is
more freedom to juggle with colours or trends. In our premium
‘Titanium’ vehicles we use higher-grade fabrics that combine
elegance with superior tactile qualities. In addition, there are
numerous speciﬁcations that must be borne in mind. Here, we work
closely with our laboratories to ensure that the materials under
consideration can meet Ford’s global standards with respect to
wear characteristics, UV degradation, cleaning, seam durability and
so forth.
What types of textiles do you use?
The range of materials in use is just as broad as those you would
ﬁnd in the furniture industry or interior design. We draw much
inspiration in the choice of colours and technologies from the
fashion business. Most of our fabrics incorporate polyester yarn
and are at least 30 percent recyclable. We have a long track record
of working with suppliers to ensure that the textiles we use can
meet any conceivable requirement in our vehicles: whether this is to
be as soft as velvet, or as sporty as outdoor clothing. At the same
time we use innovative technologies such as heat-welding, printing,
embossing, or the creation of totally new colours and textures.
Essentially, we are free to be as creative as we would like.
In 2016 Pantone identiﬁed pink and light blue as trend colours. Do
you use these colours in automobiles?
These colours offer a lot of freedom for different applications and
can be used both outside, or as spot colour for the vehicle interior.
And we have another surprise waiting just around the corner!
How detailed is the deﬁnition of your target customer? And how
speciﬁcally is a design focused in this respect?
We work very closely with marketing and beneﬁt greatly from their
expertise and knowledge about existing and future customer target
markets. For our part, we visualise vehicle interior design using socalled ‘moodboards’ that are shown at early design discussion
meetings and from which we develop an agreed line. Using the
moodboard as a starting point, we can start on a design to meet a 89
speciﬁc requirement and be sure that the result will not by-pass the
taste or requirements of the customer in mind.
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What new lifestyle trends are now evident in automotive design?
We have found over the past few years that personal lifestyle has
had a steadily increasing inﬂuence on vehicles in general, but
particularly on interior design. In my view, this trend is set to
continue into the future.
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